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Sharing the Knowledge

Welcome to Flair’s new Sharing the Knowledge newsletter! This quarterly publication was created to share new
information, packaging concepts, and samples that might be of interest to your company. As your packaging expert,
we intend to keep you informed of new trends we see in the packaging industry and also to provide you with samples
and other tools to help you grow your business.
The enclosed samples are recent prints we have completed. Perhaps you’ll find a solution to a packaging dilemma
or will notice something that one of your customers might be interested in considering. Please do not hesitate to
contact us if you would like additional information or more samples. We are happy to help you grow your business
and to make your job easier any way we can!

New

from Flair

[ EVOH co-extrusion ]

Recently, a supplier partner of Flair’s added new
capabilities in their co-extrusion lines. In particular,
their EVOH co-extrusion lines have been expanded,
which in turn allows us to now offer lower pricing for
structures including EVOH co-ex. EVOH co-ex film
can be incorporated in plain or printed high-barrier
thermoforming films, lidding films, bags, or pouches.
It is versatile for many applications — printed or not.

injection molded. In addition to finding EVOH in rigid
containers such as ketchup and mayonnaise containers,
you will find it in Flair high barrier thermoforming films,
high barrier lidding films, and in many of our pouches
and bags needing a great oxygen barrier.
If you have a new application or even an old Flair quote
you’d like updated, be sure to ask us about EVOH!

EVOH — or ethylene vinyl alcohol — has outstanding
oxygen and odor barrier properties. Packages including
EVOH provide a high retention of flavors and also
prevent quality loss associated with reaction of oxygen
with the product. Other characteristics of EVOH include
excellent clarity, high strength, and toughness.
EVOH was first introduced in Japan in the 1970s and
use of EVOH has increased rapidly, especially when a
good oxygen barrier is needed.
EVOH is very sensitive to moisture and when exposed
to water, its oxygen barrier will decrease. For that
reason, you will typically find EVOH buried in an inner
layer in a co-extrusion or surrounded by other film
structures with good moisture barrier properties.
EVOH can be extruded in films and also blow molded or
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Ideas with

Have you ever wondered how Flair achieves the bright
photographic images that are one of the hallmarks of our customprinted packaging program? We use rotogravure printing
techniques. Flair has been rotogravure printing for more than 17
years, and we only accept the best when it comes to printing.
Rotogravure printing is a high-quality printing process that
produces images with a continuous tone, giving an effect
similar to a photograph. Gravure printing uses an etched
copper-plated steel cylinder to apply color to film. The etching
is done using a diamond stylus or a laser and the depth, shape,
size, and angle of the etching can be controlled to create the
photographic result that you will find on Flair packages.
Along with excellent printing, packaging can be further
customized by creating special shapes. Flair can work with
you to create a die for shaping a unique package that helps
with product differentiation. Unique handles, round bottoms
and dog bone shapes are just the beginning. In addition, the
Flair creative design department can help you come up with
other packaging ideas to differentiate your product from all
the other products on store shelves today.

know?

Did you

Did you know that in marketing,
an idea called the AIDA concept
is often used when considering
strategy? AIDA stands for attention,
interest, desire and action and when
combined, can provide a guideline
for contemplating the purchase decision process.
Attention – The product must first gain the
attention of the target market. Flair rotogravure
printing certainly can capture attention and
make consumers hungry or just simply visually
interested in the product due to the uniqueness of
the package.
Interest – Clever use of printing and packaging can
create interest in a product, even in a product that
a consumer has not considered purchasing before.
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Desire – Take a look at the berries printed on
the packages in this newsletter. They just look
healthy and wholesome and can create a desire in
consumers to buy the package, even though they
might not have considered it before.
Action – Combine attention, interest and desire
and hopefully, Flair packaging will drive purchasing
actions by consumers increasing sales and revenues
for your customer.
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